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																			DfE-funded Skills Bootcamps - APM PFQ, PMQ, PRINCE2®, AgilePM®

																												A UK Government initiative providing funded training to support organisations in retraining and upskilling employees
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																			Utilise your apprenticeship levy

																												Develop tomorrow's project managers for delivery excellence through our Associate Project Manager programme
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																			AgilePM® Foundation and Practitioner courses

																												Since its introduction in 2010, AgilePM has fast established itself as the world's leading framework and certification for Agile project management, with over 185,000 exams sat worldwide
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						What can we do for you?

					

				

				
					
													We offer project management training, consultancy and assessment services, to ensure organisations maximise their potential.

																			We call this the Provek Way.

											

					
													We believe in a consultative and partnership approach through our highly experienced programme and project managers engaging with clients. We provide assessment solutions, targeted effective best-practice based training and development, and consultancy support to improve the capabilities of staff and organisations to deliver successful projects.

						
																					Find out how we make a difference
													
					

				

			
			
										
					
						Our services

													Provek provide project management training services, consultancy and assessments, to leading organisations that wish to develop their project management capability. Our training services includes tailored training programmes and funded training programmes such as the Level 4 Associate Project Manager appprenticeship and DfE-funded Skills Bootcamps.
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																																		Our proven four stage consultative process with organisations works for small assignments through to complex delivery programmes
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																																		Select the right standard, tailored or bespoke course and delivery option
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																																		Gain valuable insight into your development needs through our range of assessment tools

																					

										

										

									

															

											

			

		
		
				
			

			


			
									
						
							A proven track record

						

					

					
						
															Provek has worked with organisations across many industry sectors to deliver customer satisfaction and benefits.

													

						
							
													

					

				
				
				
					
																			
								
									Testimonials
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										Next
										
																																			
													
																											"Hello Neil, You recently tutored me on the APM Level D course held at Workington in Cumbria. Just a quick note to say thank you so much for the level of effort you put into teaching me. Your professionalism, attention to detail and encouragement went a long way to me achieving a score of 79% in the examination."


																																								Geoff, Commissioning Manager

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Our partner selection process demonstrated that there are many consultancies who can eloquently describe and deliver training in the various project management frameworks, but the true challenge for Triumph was to deliver cultural and behavioural changes to ensure project management activities were adopted and delivered true value.  During the selection process, it was evident that Provek was different from their competition; their understanding of our real-world challenges and their explanation of the critical need to deliver both the hard and soft skills stood them apart.  Ultimately, this made the decision to work with Provek very straightforward, and the subsequent years of working together have proven this was the right choice."


																																								Tom Geary, Head of Corporate Collaborations,  Triumph Motorcycles

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Can I just say that your trainer Greg was exceptional.  I’ve attended courses all over the UK in the private/public/Armed Forces sectors and he was probably the best trainer I’ve encountered.  A credit to your organisation."


																																								Lee, Technical Co-ordinator

																										
												

																																															
													
																											“British Sugar has always recognised the importance of apprenticeships as a highly effective way in developing and upskilling our people. I am delighted that we are delivering another cohort with Provek who is one of our trusted training providers that consistently deliver high-quality programmes.”

																																								Delegate, British Sugar, Associate Project Manager

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"I just wanted to convey my thanks for the course last week. You and Helen were both such wonderful presenters, it really made the content both interesting and accessible. You both did a fantastic job of keeping hold of my attention for the duration of what had potential to be a long day. Your enthusiasm was infectious and really made a difference."

																																								Delegate, WEIOT Fundamentals of Project Management

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Provek have been successfully delivering the Associate Project Manager (APM) level 4 apprenticeship training programme to our employees for the past 4 years. I have always found Provek to be totally committed and very passionate about the APM programme, and the quality of the training programmes they produce are outstanding! The whole team at Provek are extremely helpful, professional and an absolute pleasure to deal with. Feedback from the learners has also been very positive, with all attendees feeling that they gained valuable project management skills from the experience which they can put into practice in their daily working environments."

																																								Colin Long, Apprenticeship Manager, University of Cambridge

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Neil, I got my results today, I passed with 75%, which I’m very pleased with. I thoroughly enjoyed the course, just wanted to say thanks for your excellent instruction, assistance & guidance, without which I would not have passed."


																																								Ian, Senior Commissioning Manager

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"This is my second course by Greg and his teaching is effective, relevant and engaging. He is a very good trainer and I would highly recommend him."

																																								Delegate, PMQ

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Hi Mike,

I just wanted to email you to say a quick THANK YOU.. I’ve just received my PMQ results, and I passed! Thanks for all your hard work, help and mentoring! I wouldn’t have been able to do it without you, I found our sessions and your feedback incredibly useful. 

Enjoy your summer and I will ensure I celebrate this weekend."



																																								Emma, Projects and Programmes Support Officer

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Mike Warren from Provek was a fantastic Facilitator. He was approachable, practical, very knowledgeable, helpful, encouraging and supportive. The course material and the PM Channel provided by Provek was excellent.  I thoroughly enjoyed it and learned a great deal."


																																								Sefa, Development manager

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Thank you Nathalie for keeping the energy going and providing very clear and concise examples throughout the course of concepts."

																																								Delegate, PFQ

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Greg was a great help when reviewing practice papers, taking time to provide detailed notes and constructive feedback on every question to improve my responses."

																																								Delegate, PPQ

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Hi Lisa, 
 
Thank you to the Provek team for the organisation and execution of the PQ Event. 
 
As you can see in my title below I have already joined APM and I’m starting to look at what should come next towards achieving the Chartered Status."


																																								Luke, Project Manager, August 2018

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Greg is an excellent trainer. He is engaging and extremely knowledgeable. I feel confident as a result of his excellent teaching methods. Good work Greg!!"

																																								Anonymous, PFQ

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"..my tutor has been extremely patient, understanding and extremely supportive. The delivery of the workshops has been excellent and I genuinely believe without this it would have been extremely difficult to remain motivated and focused on the end goal. To this regard I must thank my tutor for being on this journey with me…"


																																								Lewis Alder, Engineer in Charge, GKN Aerospace Ltd

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Now that all the hard work both mine and Mike’s in delivering the training so well has paid off, please extend my heartfelt thanks to Mike for me again.   I will be recommending Provek, specifically Mike, to others."

																																								Matthew, Principal consultant

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"I am delighted with the success of our BBC project practitioners in achieving ChPP, with the support of Provek. Neil Mooney’s workshops and guides were well received, while his personal and on-going support for each candidate was key to their ultimate success."

																																								BBC - Mark Smith,  PMO Portfolio Partner, ChPP

																										
												

																																															
													
																											Using Provek to deliver our Project Manager Apprenticeship has provided us with high-quality training which has addressed gaps in skills for our Project Managers. It has helped us identify and make improvements to how our projects are delivered and to manage our stakeholder relationships effectively. It has increased the confidence of our project managers and networking within the organisation. They strive for continuous improvement providing high-quality solutions to our organisation through the work they do.

																																								Jennifer Cook , Associated British Foods - Grocery Group, Associate Project Manager programme 

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"I chose Provek as my training provider as i had heard good things about the amount of support and materials they provided throughout the course, and i found this to be very accurate!"

																																								Delegate, PPQ

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Outstanding trainer with extensive examples to bring the material to life. Kept the group focused and motivated throughout. Excellent!"

																																								Delegate, PMQ

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"We received our APMP results yesterday;   We are both very chuffed with those results! A massive thank you [Greg] for the excellent course and all your support during the week.  We couldn’t have done it without you! Thanks again and look forwards to catching up soon."

																																								Sarah, Lead development manager

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Hi Lisa,

I got a PASS for the APM course today! 
What a nice surprise. I want to thank you for your support. And please send a BIG THANKS to Mike. He did a good job in Reading and I will never forget his voice from all the podcasts."

																																								Yvonne, Business Process Manager

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Hi Mike,

Just to let you know, I amazingly passed my exam!!  Thanks so much for all your help, something must have sunk in!  Over the moon is an understatement."


																																								Helen, Projects and Programmes Support Officer, Projects and Programmes Support Officer

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Provek has been super to work with, easy to communicate with, and is really client-focused. Their core values are similar to ours, so it’s natural for us to choose them for our Apprenticeship."

																																								Andy Roughton, John Lewis Partnership, Associate Project Manager programme 

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"I wanted to drop you a short note to thank you for the time and effort that you put in to the Risk analysis and management course in Newcastle a couple of weeks ago. I thought that the end of course examination went well, but having just received my result I’m really quite stunned. There was a lot of course material to cover in two days, most of it unfamiliar to myself so this result is in very large part down to your knowledge and approach."

																																								David Newton, Professional Capability, Department for Work and Pensions

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"The Scored CV and PMA6 made our recruitment so easy because it gave a benchmark that everyone had to meet and weeded out candidates."


																																								Kim, Project management practice lead

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"I highly recommend Provek courses for anyone seeking Project Management training or just wanting to hone project management and leadership skills. The instructors and curriculum are outstanding – although remote it was highly engaging and collaborative. Overall the course filtered out the most important frameworks and techniques, which helped me to better understand project management, and improved my ability to handle project complexities at work!"

																																								Akshitha Canchi, Product Cybersecurity Engineer, GE Aviation Systems

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"The 10 Steps course provided the teams with a great foundation to project management and gave those new to PM a good grounding on the subject. The trainer was experienced, very knowledgeable, and engaging. He worked with us to understand our needs before the course and tailored his approach to what we were trying to achieve.
We ran the first course, immediately booked more after receiving great feedback and we see this as a fundamental part of our Project Management Development Programme."

																																								McCarthy & Stone - Michelle Richmond , Head of Programmes, 10 steps

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"The course went well this week, ad hoc feedback has again been extremely positive and Greg’s delivery has been exceptional and the organisation has been absolutely brilliant on both occasions.  I am extremely happy to be working with Provek again!"


																																								Ian, Project Portfolio Manager

																										
												

																																															
													
																											"Neil, just received notification that my Registered Project Professional assessment has been successful.  Many thanks for your guidance through the process, it was excellent with superb instruction."


																																								Paul, Project manager
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													Triumph – Consultancy – PM Framework and Bespoke Training

													Read case study
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													Janine Broome – Chartered (ChPP) Specialist Support

													Read case study
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													Yorkshire Water – Level 4 Associate Project Manager apprenticeship

													Read case study
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													GKN Aerospace – Consultancy – Bespoke Training

													Read case study
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													Gamma – Consultancy – Skills Assessment

													Read case study
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													Modesta Jurasauskaite – Level 4 Associate Project Manager Apprenticeship

													Read case study
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													Taylor Wimpey – Consultancy – Project Management Delivery

													Read case study
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													Alastair Phillips – Level 4 Associate Project Manager Apprenticeship

													Read case study
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													David Amaku – Chartered (ChPP) Specialist Support

													Read case study
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													Nigel Cheverton – Chartered (ChPP) Specialist Support

													Read case study
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													Formulate – Soft Skills Training

													Read case study
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													Richard Money – Chartered (ChPP) Specialist Support

													Read case study
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													BBC – Chartered Specialist Support programme

													Read case study
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													Associated British Foods – Level 4 Associate Project Manager apprenticeship

													Read case study
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													Royal Mail Group – Bespoke PMQ Training

													Read case study
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													London Business School – Bespoke Project Management Training

													Read case study
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													Marshall – APM PFQ, PMQ and Risk Level 1 & 2

													Read case study
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													Sellafield – APM RPP Specialist Support programme

													Read case study
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													Southern Water – APM PFQ and PMQ in-house Training

													Read case study
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													Tata Consulting Services – PRINCE2® Foundation and Practitioner in-house training

													Read case study
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													Yorkshire Water – Focused Workshops and Targeted APM Qualifications Training

													Read case study
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													Waitrose – Skills Assessments of Programme and Project Managers

													Read case study
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										General Dynamics UK
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										Enfield Borough Council
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										Department for Work and Pensions
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																	What makes us different?

																The Provek Way

																	The Provek Way is unique because we combine our vast experience of training project professionals with the industry’s leading assessment capability, together with the award-winning PM Channel.
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																	Keep up to date with our news, course information and case studies by signing up to our email newsletter.
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													Provek has moved!

																											New office address, effective 9th February 2024
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																											In the dynamic world of project management, agility is no longer just an option but a necessity.
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																								Project management videos for learning and development on demand.
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						Speak to an expert
			Raise your project management to the next level with us

Call us on 01635 524610 or request a call back from us.
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								Accreditations
			Provek is a leading accredited training provider of the APM and other bodies.
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